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Inflation



How do we learn about the early Universe?



The cosmic microwave background

Symmetry magazine - “The growth of inflation” (2005)



The cosmic microwave background

Discovered in 1964

Arno PenziasRobert Wilson



The early universe was hot and dense

time

Transparency!
aka Last Scattering

We have to wait for it to cool so that it becomes transparent

Image from Mark Wyman



The early universe was hot and dense

Similar to looking at a cloud in the sky

We can only see the surface of last scattering



Relic radiation from the universe’s infancy

Full sky map from COsmic Background Explorer (COBE) satellite mission in 
1992

• Extremely uniform in all parts of the sky

T ~ 2.7 K



Not exactly uniform

COBE 1992

Tiny temperature fluctuations - 1 part in 105



Not exactly uniform

WMAP 2003

Tiny temperature fluctuations - 1 part in 105



Not exactly uniform

Planck 2013

Tiny temperature fluctuations - 1 part in 105



this makes the CMB a powerful probe of the composition of the early universe

Fluctuations are strongest at a certain scale on the sky - this is set by physics of the 
plasma 

Statistics of the anisotropies

Hu, White Scientific American 290N2 44



What is the origin of these inhomogeneities?

Small density fluctuations in the primordial plasma grow under gravitational 
instability, we see hot and cold spots 

Hu, White Scientific American 290N2 44



From density to temperature

Image from Wayne Hu

• Cold spots are denser regions

What caused the initial perturbations in density? Quantum fluctuations during 
Inflation!

Sachs-Wolfe effect



Inflation



Two puzzles

Horizon problem - Portions of the sky that have 
never been in causal contact are the same 
temperature

observable universe

region that has had time	

 to equilibrate



Two puzzles

Horizon problem - Portions of the sky that have 
never been in causal contact are the same 
temperature

Flatness problem - the geometry of the 
universe is very close to being flat, despite 
the fact that dynamically the universe 
should evolve away from flatness

observable universe

region that has had time	

 to equilibrate



Inflation

Alan Guth 

Guth (1980) posited that a period of exponential expansion 
would solve these two problems

Inflation blows up a small patch to the size of 
the observable universe



Inflation



What type of matter causes inflation?

Friedmann equation relates geometry to matter:

Rate of change of expansion = - ([energy density]+3[pressure])

Friedmann

Friedmann

What kind of matter do we need for exponential expansion?

• Normal matter (dust, dark matter):    [pressure] = 0

• Radiation:      [pressure] = [energy density]/3 

• Vacuum energy:      [pressure] = -[energy density]
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Guth’s idea

Scalar field (inflaton) caught in a false vacuum drives inflation - has negative 
pressure

• A field is a quantity defined everywhere 
in space and time

• Examples:  temperature, electric field, pressure

inflaton



New inflation

However, this doesn’t quite work; modern picture is slightly different

• In 1982, Linde and Albrecht and Steinhardt proposed slow-roll inflation

Andrei Linde Paul Steinhardt Andreas Albrecht
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Quantum fluctuations

As the field rolls, it quantum-mechanically 
fluctuates

• This causes inflation to end slightly earlier in some regions of space, and 
slightly later in others

• Leads to slight density differences - causing the temperature anisotropies we 
see after evolving under gravity

• What we see depends on the details - what do the fluctuations look like?
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Calculation of the fluctuations
1982 Nuffield Workshop

Hawking StarobinskiGuth Pi

Bardeen Steinhardt Turner

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0306275
For a historical account, see

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0306275


Calculation of the fluctuations
1982 Nuffield Workshop

Hawking StarobinskiGuth Pi

Bardeen Steinhardt Turner

Also calculated earlier by

Mukhanov G.V. Chibisov
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0306275
For a historical account, see

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0306275


What do the fluctuations look like?

Three qualitative possibilities:

Distance Distance Distance



What do the fluctuations look like?

Three qualitative possibilities:

Distance

The same on all scales (scale-invariant)

Distance Distance



What do the fluctuations look like?

Three qualitative possibilities:

Distance

Peaking on large scales (red)

Distance Distance



What do the fluctuations look like?

Three qualitative possibilities:

Distance

Peaking on small scales (blue)

Distance Distance



What do the fluctuations look like?

Distance

Fluctuations are very close to scale-invariant, but slightly red



What we see

These fluctuations provide the initial conditions for the oscillations of the 
primordial plasma, solving the equations leads to exactly what we see on the 
sky!
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Gravitational waves

Not only does the field driving inflation fluctuate, so does space-time itself

• What does a gravitational wave look like?

• Does this have an effect on what we see in the CMB? Yes!

quadrupole
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Polarization

There is more information in the CMB than just the size of the temperature 
fluctuations

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polclas.html

• The light emitted by the CMB is polarized

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polclas.html


Thompson scattering creates polarization

Image from Wayne Hu



Thompson scattering creates polarization

Image from Wayne Hu



If everything was the same temperature there 
would be no net polarization

Image from Wayne Hu



If everything was the same temperature there 
would be no net polarization

Image from Wayne Hu



A quadrupole anisotropy generates polarization

Image from Wayne Hu
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A quadrupole anisotropy generates polarization

Image from Wayne Hu
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Two types of pattern

Sky and Telescope, “Seeking the cosmic dawn”



Gravitational waves and polarization

1996: Only gravitational waves produce B-mode polarization

Seljak Zaldarriaga Kamionkowski Kosowsky Stebbins

B-mode polarization in the CMB is therefore a striking prediction of inflation



Hunting for B-modes

Image: Keith Vanderlinde



Many experiments looking…
BICEP2

Image: Steffen Richter

South Pole Telescope

Atacama Cosmology Telescope

POLARBEAR

Image: Brian Keating

Planck Satellite

but not seeing anything…



until…
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Huge amount of physics 
in the size, position  
of these peaks!

38
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LECTURE 5 
!
BICEP2’s  
exciting recent  
discovery!

BICEP2 announced they have seen something

March 17 of this year

Slide from Elise Jennings



B-mode signal

BICEP2 observes a patch of the sky - you can make out the B-mode pattern 
by eye!
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Spectrum of the signal
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Implications

• If the signal not an instrumental effect (it does not seem to be so far)

• If the signal is due to primordial physics and not something between the 
CMB and us (so far it seems to be primordial)

Then, this is a very important result, which has profound implications for our 
understanding of the universe

• Very strong evidence for cosmological inflation, which would have had to 
happen at enormous energies, far above what we can produce in the lab

• Evidence of gravitational waves, and that they must be quantized

A very exciting time for cosmology!



Thank you for your attention!

Further reading if you’re interested:

• Steven Weinberg,  “The first three minutes”

• Wayne Hu and Martin White, “The cosmic symphony,” Scientific American


